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THE HUNGER AFTER RIGHTEOUSNESS.
There is a most dangerous superstition prevailing
among great masses of people that morality is a good
thing as an ideal, but a bad thing for the purposes of
practical life. A business man who wants to succeed,
it is imagined, can succeed by immoral means only.
This is a superstition, for it is not true ; . and it is
a dangerous superstition, for it leads those who
believe in it and act accordingly, into ruin,. Morality,
if it be true morality, will lead to life, it will preserve,
it will produce prosperity, and afford a noble satis-
faction never mingled with regret.
The deep-rooted error that immorality alone can
insure success, seems to have originated through a
strange combination of misconceptions, favored by
special conditions and strengthened by exceptional
instances of successful impostors. Our very language
betrays us into grievous blunders. We speak of a
" smart " business man and understand by "smart"
now the prudent, industrious, judicious merchant,
and now the sagacious, deceitful trickster. Prudence
is indispensable to insure success, but trickery is not.
Trickery will go but a little way and, like the crooked
boomerang, it will unexpectedly fl)' back upon its
originator.
Closely connected with this vagueness of speech is
the vagueness of our views of morality. Morality is
too often tacitly identified with so-called goodnatured-
ness and with inability. It_is proverbial to speak
of incompetent men who are free from other gross
faults as "good people, but bad musicians"; mean-
ing thereby that they are morally blameless, yet still
disqualified for the business or profession in which
they are engaged. Such men are popularly called
'good,' i. e., morally good; but they are not good.
They lack that moral nerve that enables us to adapt
ourselves to our work ; they lack that moral energy
of self-discipline by which alone we can train and
educate ourselves to become competent in our pro-
fession.
The negative morality of doing no harm to any-
body is not as yet morality; it is, at best, sentimental-
ity. True morality has positive ideals, and foremost
among our moral ideals must be the aspiration of
every individual to become a useful member of so-
ciety, by contributing something to its weal and wel-
fare. To do some work which gives us pleasure,
dilettanteism in art or science, in business or agri-
culture, etc., is not as yet sufficient; our work must be
a service to society, it must stand in demand, other-
wise we cannot and ought not expect any return for it.
A certain indifference with regard to honesty easily
arises from an over-prosperous condition of society.
If men earn money without earnest effort ; if they
live in plenty, and find the resources of all depart-
ments of industry practically unlimited, they become
indulgent towards the depredator who takes more than
his due, and smile at the thief who nimbly skips away
with his spoil. He who plunders the public treasury
is not taken to account, because the loss is not so se-
riously felt. A country in an unusual state of pros-
perity is not so much in need of honesty as a poor
nation, and accordingly the moral instinct, the moral
sense of that country remains comparatively unde-
veloped. If man did not stand in need of intelligence,
if he could live without thought, he certainly would
never have developed brains, and humanity would
still lead an unrational existence. The same is true of
morality : it is developed among mankind because and
to the extent in which man wants it. And we do want
it indeed ; we are most intensely in need of it, for so-
society could not exist without it.
A prosperous nation, I say, is not so much in need
of morality as a poor nation, where the struggle for
existence is hard and competition is fierce. Yet
the people that are not at present in such great need
of morality will soon come to that need. History
teaches that the moral, the industrious, the patient
poor people will in time most successfully compete
with the rich and the opulent. As soon as opulency
has reached that degree in which the need of morality
is no longer felt, the decline of a nation sets in. A
crisis in her social life is impending. The down-
trodden will complain of their oppressors ; they will
cry out for justice ; and if that justice be not freely
given, the whole nation will suffer for it, and the coun-
try once so prosperous will lie deserted and in ruins.
Let the monuments of the great nations that pros-
pered before us and passed away be a mene tekel for
us to-day.
When the nation of Israel was in a social condition
similar to that which, to a great extent, prevails among
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us now, the prophet Amos arose and lamented the
moral depravity of his people. He said :
T^us saith the Lord ; For three transgressions of Israel, and
for four, will I not turn away their punishment. For they sell the
righteous for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes. And per-
vert the cause of the afflicted. They lay themselves down upon
pledged garments near every altar ; and drink wine procured by
fines, in the house of their gods.
Amos foresaw that such a state of society could not
remain as it was. He said :
And I will turn your feasts into mourning and all your songs
into lamentation ; and I will bring up sackcloth upon all loins and
baldness upon every head ; and I will make it as the mourning of
an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day.
The need of morality, its indispensableness for the
welfare of the nation as well as of every individual,
must at last be felt, and under the impression of this
truth the prophet continues :
Behold the days come, sayeth the Lord Gcd, that I will send
a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water,
but of hearing the words of the Lord.
Amos's prophecy is as true to-day—and we repeat
it in this conviction—as it was about two and a half
millenniums ago. There will come upon us disorder
and misery, our feasts will be turned into mourning
unless we are made aware of the war^t of honesty, of
justice, of morahty. The expression "the words of
the Lord" in the prophecy does not signify belief in
a supernatural revelation ; and if it did, we do not quote
it in that sense. "The words of the Lord," as we in-
terpret the term in accordance with its context, mean
the moral commands that will forever remain the sub-
stance of religious aspirations. There will arise, as
Christ said, almost two thousand years ago, "a hunger
and thirst after righteousness." Those who feel that
hunger will partake of the blessing that in the nature
of things is intimately connected with it, that will fol-
low upon it, as the effect follows upon its cause.
Says Amos :
For, lo, I will command, and I will sift the house of Israel
among the nations ; like as corn is sifted in a sieve, yet shall not
the least grain fall upon the earth.
The prophecy of Amos is constantly being fulfilled
in the process of the survival of the fittest. Among
all the nations those alone will survive and fill the earth
that are pervaded with the moral spirit. A society
based upon justice will be stronger than a society in
which an aristocracy oppresses the other classes of
the people. A nation in which the rich devise laws
to protect themselves against free competition and in
which the poor are prevented from bettering their
condition, carries a germ of weakness within itself
and will in the end have to pay for its errors dearly.
The strong will conquer and the weak will go to the
wall—that is the natural law of evolution. But bear
in mind that there is no strength unless it be sup-
ported by moralitj'. The social law is a power—
a
power that destroys those who do not conform to it.
Says the prophet :
Yet destroyed I the Amorite whose height was like the height
of the cedars, and he was strong as the oaks. Yet I destroyed Lis
fruit from above and his roots from beneath.
Rocks are demolished by silently-working atmos-
pheric influences. And the strongest nations perish
as soon as they deviate from the path of righteousness
and the spirit of progressive morality. A constant
selection takes place in the struggle for existence, and
humanity is sifted like as corn is sifted in a sieve.
Let us learn the truth and act accordingly, and we
shall live. Let us not waver in the path of righteous-
ness, but do faithfidly some tiseful work in the service
of humanity, lest we become like the chaff which the
wind driveth away.
NATURE AND NURTURE.
BY MRS. SUSAN CHANNING.
Galtox, in his English Men of Science, defines na-
ture as "all that a man brings with him into this world,
and nurture as every influence from without that affects
him after birth," and maintains that when nature and
nurture compete for supremacy on equal terms, nature
proves the stronger.
Helvetius, Condorcet, and their school maintain
that the infant of genius in no way differs from other
infants, only that certain surprisingly favorable influ-
ences accompany him through life. They hold that if
a statue could be endowed with five senses it would
become a man ; but as Carlyle said, ".I should as soon
agree with this as to believe an acorn might by favor-
able influence of soil and climate be nursed into a
cabbage or a cabbage into an oak." We do not deny
that the highest natural gifts may be starved by a de-
fective education. Plato, who believed that innate
ideas formed the basis of all our conceptions, ad-
mitted that those ideas had to be roused into action
by education and by having the mind made acquainted
with their copies, with which the external world was
filled, and Locke, that there can be no thought, no
ideas, until the mind comes in contact with environ-
ing agencies, and Leibnitz, that there is nothing in the
intellect which was not first in the sensation, except
the intellect itself. Still, the mind, as Kant said, fur-
nishes an element not found in our sensations, and
this element we maintain is a congenital endowment,
and as no one b)' thinking can add one cubit to his
stature, neither can education do more for a man than
stimulate his faculties and develop latent ability.
Every one admits that poets are born not made, but
efficiency in anything also means that you were born
with a faculty which enables you to do the thing well,
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otherwise your work would lack finish. Education and
circumstances do much for us, but they cannot over-
come an intrinsically weak brain. The pains-taking
capacit}' is necessary to all great achievement, 3'et it
does not follow that the oftener a thing is done the
better it will be done. That depends on a man's
knowledge and the depth and penetration of his in-
tellect.
The power of adverse circumstances to rouse the
mind into action is very great : Mirabeau enters, ob-
scure, into a dungeon of Vincennes, to atone for the
offense of carrying off Madame de Monier from her
aged husband, and he quits his prison a writer, orator,
and statesman. Great thoughts are not possible where
one lives much in excitement. To develop the philo-
sophical and critical mind one must live in retirement.
Cervantes and Bunyan in prison did their best work,
Mahomet had his trance in the mount above Mecca,
and Christ departed from the crowd to the Mount of
Olives to endure his agony and receive spiritual ex-
altation. But to contribute to conditions or accident
the achievements of these men is to reason from in-
sufficient data. The man of ability is, as Galton shows
in his work on Heredity, one whose nature when left
to itself, will, urged by an inherent stimulus, climb
the path that leads to eminence; one, who if hindered
and thwarted, will fret and strive until the obstacles
are overcome. The lazy and indifferent are always
saying, "I know that thou art a hard master, reaping
where thou hast not sown." They like to attribute
their failures to conditions, for to admit anything else
is to admit the superiority of their neighbors. It is,
however, by a wise use of our natural gifts and inborn
tendencies that success is attained.
Buckle forfeited his reputation as a careful ob-
server and profound thinker by attributing too much
to conditions and not enough to a people's inborn ten-
dencies. He asserts of the Arabs that they remained
a rude, uncivilized people because of the aridity of
their soil and their poverty, but the moment they had
conquered Persia, Spain, and the Punjab, their whole
character changed and from a race of shepherds be-
came founders of empires and patrons of learning and
art. John Fiske, to show the fallacy of this reasoning,
says, "We have only to note that the Turks when
they left their barren steppes and became masters of
one of the finest geographical positions on the globe,
never directly aided the progress of civilization."
The anthropologist in his effort to ascertain why
some nations advance and others remain stationary,
must look to the innate qualities of the race and not to
environment. The serious consideration of the his-
torian, is the inquiry, in what way Rome so early at-
tained the prominent political position which she held
in Latium, so different from that which the physical
character of the locality would have led us to antici-
pate; the site of Rome was less healthy and less fertile
than that of most of the old Latin towns—neither the
vine nor the fig grew well in the immediate environs,
and there was a want of springs yielding a good stipply
of water. Latium was anything but attractive, it was
an unhealthy and unfruitful spot, but this did not pre-
vent the inhabitants from developing a rapid and sur-
prising prosperit)'. Rome's one natural advantage,
the Tiber, and the clear-sighted genius and energy of
her people were the cause of her eminence. Holland,
a sediment, a mere alluvium of the river, with the sea
ever read}' to engulf her, is a notable example of the
power of a race to overcome conditions, and to make
the wilderness bloom like the rose. It was the clear
grit and sturdy qualities of this race that enabled its
son, William of Orange, to reply to the Duke of Buck-
ingham, when that nobleman said to him, "Do you
not see that the destruction oflhe United Provinces is
inevitable?" "There is one certain means by which
I can be sure never to see my country's ruin, I'll die
in the last ditch."
It is the element in the two ova which similarly
exposed in the same pool, makes one a fish and the
other a reptile. To tell how it happens that a micro-
scopic portion of a seemingly structureless matter
should embod)' an influence of such a kind is, accord-
ing to biologists, impossible. All we know is that
there is born in man an essence, to use a phrase of the
schoolmen, which makes him the kind of man he is,
and which education has but a limited power to modify.
It is with men as it is with plants and animals, the
higher they are in mind and structure the less they re-
semble the habitat or medium in which the)' live. The
average man or woman cannot entertain ideas repug-
nant to the atmosphere in which they live, while the
great man is self-centered and moves along, never
stopping to see if others are following. Socrates
showed none of the frivolity of the refined and corrupt
age to which he belonged. He took for his model the
abstract idea of a true philosopher, and throughout his
life exhibited an instance of the perfectibility of hu-
man nature. He was the instructor of his countrymen
not for love of lucre or reputation, but from a sense of
duty. Dr. Channing in his " Remarks on the Character
of Fenelon, " wrote, ' ' When we think of Fenelon in the
palace of Louis the Fourteenth, it reminds us of a ser-
aph sent on a divine commission into the abodes of
the lost; and when we recall that in that atmosphere
he composed his Telemachus, we doubt whether the
records of the world furnish stronger evidence of the
power of a divine virtue to turn temptation into glory
and strength, and make even crowned and prosperous
vice a means of triumph and exaltation."
We must not look to men's conditions to explain
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their conduct or achievements. Of course, as Mill
says in his essay on Liberty, "Different persons re-
quire different conditions for their spiritual develop-
ment, and can no more exist healthful in the same
moral, than all variety of plaiits can exist in the same
physical atmosphere." What is help to one man is a
hindrance to another.
Is it not then a pity that parents and all who have
the care and education of the young, should not en-
deavor to surround them with the conditions necessary
to their moral and intellectual growth? To force youths
into employments and professions for which they have
no talent, because they are regarded as more honor-
able or lucrative, is a crime against the individual and
society. Think what the world of science, poetry, and
the drama would have lost if nature had not dominated
over nurture in the case of Darwin, Agassiz, and Schil-
ler. The worthy parents of these gifted sons used
their utmost endeavors to force all three into the med-
ical profession ; and
—
grand as that profession is
—
could a greater calamity have befallen these men or
the country to which they belonged than their follow-
ing the advice of their parents instead of the dictates
of their nature.
The sight of genius wasting its strength in menial
toil or to earn its daily bread is a disgrace to a nation.
To see the winds grinding corn, when they should be
marshalling the clouds and fanning the fainting flowers
and sending the rain to the place where it is most
needed, is pitiable indeed. A nation needs poets and
literary men quite as much as she needs farmers and
merchants, sailors and soldiers, as without these there
cannot be created a national feeling. It is ideas and
principles which hold men together in great crises.
Lycurgus imagined that he could hold a nation to-
gether by means of drills, games, and public tables,
and by ignoring the home and family ties, but he soon
found out his mistake and was obliged to introduce
the works of Homer to keep up the courage, heroism,
and patriotism of the Spartans. Man is eminently a
social animal, but he is also a thinking, reasoning,
spiritual man, and he requires food for his brain and
the stimulus that comes from reading of great deeds
to achieve great things himself.
Hence the poet and sculptor has utility as well as
beauty, since without them there is nothing to preserve
the past in a form which can defy the ravages of time.
Besides, heroic actions like ideas are not fully appre-
ciated until embodied in forcible language. As Mill
=ays in \\\z Lo^ic, "hardly any original thoughts on
menta or social subjects ever make their way among
mankind, or assume their proper importance in the
minds even of their inventors, until aptly selected
words or phrases have, as it were, nailed them down
and held them fast," How soon the valor of the
heroes of Thermopylae might have been forgotten had
not Greece had a Simonides to write their epitaph ;
" Go tell the Spartans, thou who passest by,
That here, obedient to her laws, we lie."
Or sing their praise in verse :
" In dark Thermopyl^ they lie.
O death of glory thus to die !
Their tomb an altar is, their name
.\ mighty heritage of fame :
Their dirge is triumph ; cankering rust,
And time that turneth all to dust,
That tomb shall never waste nor hide,—
The tomb of warriors true and tried.
The full-voiced praise of Greece around
Lies buried in that sacred mound
:
Where Sparta's king, Leonidas.
In death, eternal glory has."
To endeavor to utilize our natural gifts should be
our aim, for no one struggles perpetually and victori-
ously against his nature. One of the first principles
of success in life is to regulate our career so as to turn
our physical and mental endowments to good account.
Do not bury your one talent in a napkin. The man
of one talent or one idea is a force quite as difficult to
overcome as the man of ten talents ; the man with one
idea and a fixed purpose is not swayed by contending
ideas and influences which are the cause of the action
of so many men resulting in nothing definite. Lord
Derby once said of his gifted son, the translator of
Homer, that he had so many ideas on every subject,
that like Mahomet's coffin he was always suspended
in mid-air. Poor Puss mournfully told Reynard that
she had but one scratch with which to defend herself
against her enemies ; he boasted of possessing twelve,
but when the hounds came in sight. Puss, with her
one talent, her claws, ran up the tree, while Reynard
with his twelve means of defence was torn to pieces.
It is not given to every man to know wherein his
talent lies. Walter Besant, in his eulogy of Richard
Jefferies, says of his hero : "He suffered from the
inability of not knowing the bent of his mind, and
wasted his life in writing weak novels when he might
have made himself an authority on agricultural mat-
ters." Matthew Arnold has a like complaint to make
of Amiel. The passages of his journal devoted to
criticism show Amiel to have been a profound and
capable critic, yet he wasted his talents in giving birth
to dreams. "Trust not yourself, but your defects to
know, make use of every friend and every foe."
Macchiavelli said, there are three kinds of minds,
those who understand of themselves, those who under-
stand when others teach them, and those who never
understand. Inventors and discoverers are minds who
understand of themselves. Watt, Stephenson, Fulton,
Newton, Columbus, and Copernicus belong to this
class.
Education and knowledge take all their value from
the power of the mind of the individual receiving
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them. " Bookful blockheads, ignorantly read, with
loads of learned lumbers in their head," are found in
all professions, blocking the car of progress. Well
may the enlightened business men whose endowments
of seats of learning have made the learned blockheads
possible, exclaim with the ancient Jews: "Behold we
cast our money into the fire and there cometh forth
this calf."
The older one grows the more one values natural
gifts, "for, by no possibility can they, as Goethe
says, be procured and stuck on." People, like the
soil, are of every grade ; some, if cultivated, replace
the money spent on them ; others, if cultivated up to
a certain point, prove profitable. If a man, like a
country, engages in a branch of industry for which he
has great natural advantages over competitors, he
reaps an industrial return proportionately great. If
he insists on doing what he is unfitted by nature to
do, what is this but biting off his nose to spite his
face. If each would do only that for which he is
qualified by nature, there would be less unhappiness
and the world would be better served.
"The most useful thing to man, is man," said
Spinoza. Nothing showed the greatness of Sir Hum-
phry Davy's mind so much, as his statement, that he
regarded Michael Faraday as the greatest of his dis-
coveries. "Be thou the first true merit to befriend,
his praise is lost who stays till all commend."
The endeavor of parents and a nation should be to
develop the least endowed of their children, for Nature
has armed each man, as Emerson says, "with some
faculty which enables him to do easily some feat im-
possible to any other, and this makes him necessary
to society, and society will be bankrupt until each
does that which he was created to do." Anacreon
beautifully expresses in verse the same idea :
" To all that breathe the air o£ heaven
Some boon of strength has nature given.
In forming the majestic bull
She fenced with wreathed horns his skull,
A hoof of strength she lent the steed,
And winged the timorous hare with speed
:
She gave the lion fangs of terror,
And o'er the ocean's crystal mirror
Taught the unnumbered scaly throng
To trace the liquid path along
;
While for the umbrage of the grove
She plumed the warbling world of love,
To man she gave, in that proud hour.
The boon of intellectual power."
THE REACTION AGAINST MATERIALISM.
How DOES it happen that in our days, among large
classes, not only in America but all over the world,
there has set in a tendency to Spiritualism which man-
ifests itself in many ways? A crude belief in spirits
and spiritual manifestations exists ; mediums infest the
country, who communicate with the departed and im-
pose upon the credulous in many ways. New creeds
are preached, -such as Christian Science and so-called
Metaphysics. Faith-cure is practiced, and among the
societies for psychical research scattered throughout
the world there are some that vie with each other in
the publication of incredible statements about telepathy
and wonderful tales of second sight.
This movement may be called a reaction against
materialism. Mankind, it seems, is growing tired of
the crude materialistic philosophy that came to them
m the name of science, and a reaction is taking place
which, according to the education of the different peo-
ple concerned, assumes the shape of a more or less crude
superstition. It is. noticeable that the reaction is
strongest among the unchurched, among liberals and
so-called freethinkers ; it is less marked among the
adherents of the old creeds, the members of churches
and religious congregations.
Science is not, as is so often claimed, materialistic
;
yet to the unscientific, to the laymen, who are not
thoroughly versed in its elementary truths, science
naturally enough appears materialistic. The science
that is transplanted from the laboratory or the study
into the streets, rapidly ceases to be science. There
are very few savants who take the trouble to be pop-
ular. Most of them confine their publications to men of
their own class, and it is an exception that now and
then a scientist addresses the whole of civilized man-
kind, and speaks or writes in a style that can be un-
derstood by business people and workingmen. The
duty of popularizing, to a great extent, thus devolves
upon men who have not grasped the whole truth of
scientific discoveries, and who look at them from the
outside only. They inform themselves about the
rigid formulas, the exact statements of laws by which
we can predict the slightest details of the movements
of molecules and atoms. Perhaps they are also able to
explain these formulas, and point out the mechanisms
of action discovered through scientific investigation.
Yet the spirit of science ercapes them, they overlook
the spiritual that pervades the mechanism. This it is
that evoked the just sarcasm of Goethe, who says in
Faust
:
" He who would study organic existence
First drives out the soul with rigid persistence,
Then the parts in his hands he may hold and class.
But the spiritual link is lost, alas !
Encheiresin natures this chemistry names.
Nor knows how herself she banters and blames."
By materialism I understand that view of the world
which explains everything from matter, and takes for
granted that material existence is the only reality.
Materialism overlooks the importance of the spiritual
and does not consider it as a reality worth while troub-
ling about. Spirit is, so materialists cliim, an occa-
sional function of matter only, the origin of which is
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not yet explained, yet it is certain that its existence is
verj' fleeting.
Apres nous le deluge ! was the motto of the French
materialists of the eighteenth century. "We need not
trouble," they thought, "about our fate after death,
for death is a finality ; death ends all. Therefore, let
us enjoy the present, let us eat and drink, for to-mor-
row we shall be no more. And if a deluge is to sweep
over our graves, let the deluge come." We need not
here repeat historical facts; they are too well known.
This view of things induced the classes in power to give
themselves up exclusively to the enjoyment of life,
and to oppress their fellow-citizens in order to attain
the means for their wasteful pleasures. The deluge
came indeed as a natural consequence and swept away
with merciless justice the guilty, the frivolous, and the
foolish, and together with the guilty the innocent also.
We shall not dwell here on the mistakes that prac-
tical materialism makes when as an ethical theory its
doctrines are applied to real life. We shall limit our-
selves to a consideration of its theoretical mistakes
only. There are plenty honest materialists who do
not see at all the consequences to which their doctrines
naturally lead, and it would be unfair to make them per-
sonally answerable for results, and to charge them with
having wilfully poisoned the public mind. There are
very few materialistic philosophers who are to be stigma-
tized as frivolous or immoral ; on the contrary, most of
them are indubitably honest men,who have devoted their
lives to the search for truth and who speak out boldly
that which they regard as truth. They should not be
blamed for that ; in that they should be encouraged,
for it is only by boldly speaking out that which we be-
lieve to be the truth, that truth can be discovered. Nor
should other thinkers who are of a contrary opinion
doubt their honesty or ever make insinuations respect-
ing their personal character, simply on the ground that
their doctrines might in their application lead in the
end to immoral practices and thus undermine public
welfare. The only remedy against errors is to point
out errors without personal malice or imputation, and
it is this that we shall try to do in the case of mate-
rialism.
Matter is an abstract, made in the same way as all
other abstracts. Abstraction is a mental process. We
abstract (we take away) in our thoughts from a num-
ber of things certain properties which perhaps in reality
are inseparably connected with other properties ; but
in our thoughts we exclude all the other properties.
We need not explain here the advantage of this method,
which is undeniable, for abstract thought is the con-
dition of all exact discriminations, and science would
be impossible without it. Matter is generally defined
as "anything which can affect one or more of our five
senses."
It is understood that all other properties, such as
spirit, are excluded from the term matter. There are
two properties which in reality are always inseparably
connected with material things, yet in the term " mat-
ter" they are not included ; viz., (i) motion, and (2)
form. If I speak of the matter of an object, I limit my
attention to the bodily particles of which it consists
and take no notice of their forms or of the relations that
obtain among the particles, or of their motions. It
is their quantity in mass, without reference to any one
of their many other qualities. I cannot in reality sep-
arate matter from all form or from all motion. I can
perhaps impart to a piece of matter more or less mo-
tion, I can destroy its present form. But it is impos-
sible to take away every motion and every form. There
is no such a thing in reality that would be matter alone :
abstract matter, matter void of all motion and
without any shape or form. A stone may be in a
state of relative rest ; for instance, it lies quietly on the
ground. Yet it moves with the earth through the space
of the solar system with an average speed of nineteen
miles per second. There is relative rest, yet there is
no absolute rest, and there is matter without regular
form, yet there is no matter without any form what-
ever.
Materialism contains one great truth ; and it is this
truth that gave materialism its strength and its
prominence. Materialism rose in opposition to su-
pernaturalism. Certainly, materialism went too far
when it tried to explain everything from matter, when
it identified matter with reality ; yet it stands on solid
ground when it maintains that every reality is mate-
rial. There are no pure forms : the forms of reality are
forms of matter. There are no mere motions : real
motions are changes of place among material particles.
Yet matter is only one aspect of reality; matter does not
cover all and the whole of reality. Besides the mate-
rial there is the formal, and there is the life displayed
in the spontaneous motion of all things. Materialism is
right as opposed to idealism, when idealism claims
that abstract forms are entities by themselves. Plato
proposed the theory that ideas, or abstract forms, are
the only true realities, and that the things from which
we have abstracted these forms are mere shams, mere
transient appearances. Materialism is right also as
opposed to spiritualism, when spiritualism claims
that spirits exist or can exist apart from material bod-
ies, that the spiritual has an empire of its own in ab-
stract independence, and that ghosts can walk about
in bodiless nudity.
The reaction which, as we can everywhere observe,
is taking place against the errors of materialism is
based upon a great truth, and it is this truth that
will survive the crudities of the movement. There can
be no doubt about the fact that this world is spiritual
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in its inmost nature. The spiritual animates every
particle of matter and appears in its most beautiful
and grandest development in the human soul. The
spiritual is no incidental feature of reality, but an
intrinsic quality of its existence, which will surely
blaze out in the course of the evolution of worlds. It
is, as it were, the revelation of the secret concealed in
the potentialities of the elementary conditions of the
universe.
We do not maintain that a spirit resides in every
atom, but we maintain that the elements of feeling are
a property that is inseparably connected with matter.
Feeling originates when a certain configuration of mol-
ecules produces a definite interaction among' the par-
ticles of organized substance. The motions of every par-
ticle take place according to the laws of mechanics,
and are accompanied not with feeling but with ele-
ments of feeling. The feeling that takes place in or-
ganized substance during its activity is not a product
of its mechanical motion (i. e., motion is not changed
into feeling), but it is a phenomenon that accom-
panies its mechanical motions. Mechanical motions
and the elements of feeling are not interchange-
able, but run parallel to each other ; and special com-
binations of these elements form the phenomena we
call feelings. Thus together with the evolution of the
mechanism progresses the development of feeling
which reaches in man the height of conscious thought.
The elements of the spiritual we consider accord-
ingly, as a universal property of matter. Nature is not
dead, it is alive ; it bears in its bosom the germs of
life and will develop them in the course of the nat-
ural process of evolution. Spirit is a special com-
bination, a certain form, the mechanical parallelism
of which is found in the activity of living sub-
stance ; and the growth of the spiritual depends upon
and accompanies the perfectionment of organism.
As an instance how greatly people of a spiritualis-
tic turn of mind appreciate the importance of form,
we quote a poem by Clementine A. Perkins, published
in the November number of the Esoteric :
" There's poetry in life and its motion,
There's rhythm and rhyme in its tune.
There's principle to prove to our notion,
That all is rule upon rule.
There's harmony in sweet flow'rets chiming.
There's color, and form, and there's thoGght
;
There's beautiful speech to the timinji,
For all is rule upon rule.
There's symphony grand in the planets.
With minor and major chords both ;
There's certainly life in the granites,
For all is rule upon rule.
There are pages spelled out for our reading.
With crooked and straight lines and points ;
There's purity gained by those heeding.
For all is rule upon rule.
There are glorious hues soft in blending.
There's music and life in the light
;
Infinite Love o'er
is rule upon rule
There's the wonderful work of creation,
There's spirit and matter in one ;
There's godliness born of each nation.
For all is rule upon rule."
Materialism overlooks the importance of form.
Materialists by identifying the material with the
real, imagine that they have exhausted the reality of ob-
jects when they consider their material existence alone.
Without the material, of which it consists, a thmg
would disappear ; the material element in it, it is true,
makes the thing real, in so far as it gives substantiality
to it. Yet the form is no mere nothing, as material-
ists are too apt to say. The form is exactly that which
makes the thing such as it is. Without its present
form a watch might be anything ; it might be a lump
of metal, or any other thing, but it would be no watch.
The form of things, therefore, is the most important
part of reality. It is the form only, be it in motion or
in matter, that excites the interest of the scientist
;
form arouses the imagination of the artist and the
industry of the inventor.
Spiritualists, in a certain sense, ought to be called
materialists, for they have one error in common with
materialists. They cannot see that the formal and the
relational are non-material realities. But while ma-
terialists consider forms as mere nothings, spiritualists
are prone to look upon forms as if they were substances,
and thus materialize spirit. They conceive spirit as a
substance like matter, only much more subtile, and not
perceptible by our senses. Thus they lack in the
properly spiritual conception of form, and become
blind to the irrefragibility of the mechanical law.
They dream of a realm of life in which a different and
a higher kind of mechanics, a hypermechanics, will
supersede the usual mechanical laws that prevail in
the realm of material existences.
Science traces the laws of form everywhere. The
laws of form are our guides and the instruments of
research. No scientific problem, whether it concerns
matter or motion, is fully solved until it is shown to
be a problem of form. Thus the motions of the ce-
lestial bodies are reduced to simple arithmetical for-
mulas, being mere applications of purely formal laws,
and in this astronomy has reached a certain stage of
perfection. Similarly, the problem of the chemical
elements would be solved, if chemistry could demon-
strate that the different kinds of matter, as oxygen,
carbon, iron, etc., are special forms of one and the
same substance only, and that their different prop-
erties are natural consequences of their difference in
configuration as well as density.
There is no absolutely dead matter. But every
atom is freighted with the potentialities of life.
The living spontaneity of the world is the condition
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of the spiritual ; but it is not as yet the spiritual in its
development, and in its full importance. The spirit-
ual grows in and with the forms of life ; it would be
nothing without the forms of organization. The spir-
itual, therefore, appears in its glory in organized life,
and has reached upon earth the highest stage of its
evolution in the intelligence of the spirit of man.
p. c.
THE ETHICS OF HYPNOTISM.
BY GEORGE M. GOULD, M. D.
It has become quite fashionable to amuse an evening party
with the remarkable plaything that goes under the name of Hyp-
notism. The malodorous and lethal qualities of the poison that
kid-gloved dilettanteism thus daintily toys with may excuse a few
plain words of explanation and warning. I have always marvelled
that the spectacle seemed to please. To me, pain and disgust
were not only logical but unavoidable emotions. I felt as if I had
assisted at a vivisection-experiment whereat, if scientific curiosity
had been stilled, shame and regret had been stirred. It is not to
be denied that to the trained investigator of psychopathy there
may be an absorbing interest in the phenomenon, but the psychol-
ogist seeks truth, not relaxation, and the ordinary spectator would
hardly claim any knowledge of or interest in the study of morbid
mental function.
We are told that there are three forms or types of the hyp-
notic state : the lethargic, the cataleptic, and the somnambulic
It is also admitted that they are all most intimately related, being
in fact but different phases of the same essential phrenopathy, and
at the gesture of the operator are quickly metamorphosed, the one
into the other. The somnambulic or sleep-walking state has been
considered harmless and to be played with ad Ubititm, and the
above relationship with its more vicious allies, lethargy and cata-
lepsy, is alluded to as illustrative of the community existing
between all. In those more profound derangements, the whole
organism is in a state of the deepest stupor, the muscles may be-
come plastic and wax-like, the mind lying in a deathlike trance, the
external world as if non-existent,—the entire condition one of
frightful abnormalism. None but the hardiest operators dare in-
duce these conditions, and in the more amateurish art of playing
stage-tricks with captive minds, called somnambulism, the manip-
ulator must remember that he runs hard by the sheer precipice
of catalepsy. But in the popular conception hypnotism means
somnambulism and our consideration of the subject must be limited
to this aspect.
Wonder at the uncanny interest excited by the spectacle is
partially explained by the fact, that what takes place issupposably
of a mysterious and semi-supernaturalistic nature. There is al-
ways a strange fascination about psychological evil and morbidity,
and the awesome shudder of the audience at the creepy spectacle
shows the witchery. The supposed mystery, however, is a myth,
and fascination gives prompt way to disgust when it is seert that
what really takes place is only the most brutalizing of crudities
—
a relapse to the mental and social conditions of animalism and
barbarism.
Stripped of verbiage the essential nature of the somnambulic
state consists in the focalization of consciousness upon vacuity,
and supplying the usual content of the same with exotic idea and
ah extra domination. A glance at the analogous phenomena ot
dreams and sleep may serve to make the matter more clear,
have elsewhere tried to show that our common dreams prove that
the highest unifying centre of the mind we call consciousness
may have direct relations with the lowest or primary organs of the
senses without the ordinary intermediation of the subordinate
centres. We know it is not the eye that sees or the ear that hears,
but that the crude messages from the eye and ear must be made
into sight and sound by the so-called visual and auditory centres.
In the real world of waking-life it is from these higher visual and
auditory centres that the highest, all-correlating centre we call
consciousness, or " I," gains all its data; it is they that make re-
ality and distinguish dream from waking-life. Sleep is simply
the sleep of these intermediate centres, their period of rest. They
require rest because they compose the bulk, if one may so speak,
of mind-stuff, and do the great part of mental work. Their crea-
tion and perfection has been the work of humanization and civili-
zation. The consciousness-centre above, and the peripheral sense-
organs of the body below, are small parts of the nervous system.
But during sleep, and especially in the animal and semi-barbarous
life of earlier times, the organism was unarmed and exposed to in-
numerable enemies from without and within. These had to be
guarded against. Cold, heat, malposition of the body, danger
from a thousand external sources, had to be watched for, and as a
response to this need there was developed what I have called the
sentinel-function of consciousness, or the dream-person, to be on
the alert and protect the sleeping organism. This seems to me the
only reason for the origin of dream-life,—and we know that no
such noticeable function could have arisen without its yaisoii d'etre
in utility. Nature is no spendthrift in such matters. Life was too
serious a work, and the author of life had too much at stake, to
create the mechanism and phantasmagoria of dream-land for the
sleeper's pleasure and had the function not subserved a stringent
need. The means whereby this sentinel-function is effected conr
sists in linking the consciousness or supreme correlation-centre by
commissural fibres directly with the primary sense-organs, to the
exclusion of the large intermediate centres that in real life re-work
into sensations the crude stimuli of the peripheral end-organs.
When in sleep these last, the eye, ear, skin, etc., acting as advance
pickets, are undisturbed, the vacuous consciousness of dream-life
has only the flitting fancies of illogic and ghostly memories where-
with to busy itself. But when the out-posts are in danger their
messages direct to consciousness are woven into the dream, finally
dominate it, spur the centre to action, and when it has called ve-
hemently enough upon the intermediate sub-centres, these spring
into function—and we are awake I
Hypnotism is a diseased sleep with a mechanism, not dissiqii-
lar in essentials from that of normal sleep, except in the addition
of morbid exaggeration and factitious creation. Instead of normal
healthful rest an artificial constraint and an external will ruth-
Ifessly and abnormally shut out the intermediating centres, and
speaking direct through the primary automatic sense-organs, com-
mand the mechanical obedience of the enslaved consciousness.
It is the nature of consciousness to respond to the most powerful
stimulus, and consent, or passive obedience, of the subject, is a
prerequisite of successful hypnotic experiment. The tone of com-
mand and mastery are needed to keep the tyrannized attention true
toils unnatural work. Judgment, comparison, reality, logic, etc.,
etc., are the functions of the great composite groups of the subor-
dinate centres. Hence, when these are functionless, we have the
slavish obedience, the acceptance of the most astounding nonsense,
the likeness of the hypnotic dream to that of the ordinary dream,
the inability to distinguish between subjective and objective fact.
In this forceful wrenching of the attention of consciousness
from its normal sources of supply, and in the persistent automatic
obedience to an external will or fi.xed idea, we gain another stand-
point of observation in which a nearer approach to the truth con-
sists in viewing the hypnotic sleep as a disease of the attention.
In our customary avocations when we are engrossed by some ab-
sorbing work or object of interest, it requires an unusually strong
stimulus to make itself noticed by the " abstracted " consciousness.
When excited or absorbed we do not hear ordinary sounds or see
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customary things, may not even know of a considerable injury to
the skin,—as a cut, an abrasion, etc. In other words, the messages
are sent to consciousness but are shut out from a hearing and ig-
nored. This is a symptom of the many varied forms of insanity,
and is preeminently a symptom of hypnotism.
The normal and healthful activity of consciousness depends
upon its impartiality in listening and responding to all orders of
stimuli, and not in disregarding some altogether. Exclusive de-
votion to one becomes monomania, fixed idea, insanity. Hypno-
tism goes a step further in idiotization and shuts out all except
those that come by secret routes from the external tyrant. A sound
consciousness depends upon the data furnished by its subordinate
centres, which it re-works into general concepts and resolves into
volitions The safety of the organism depends upon such normal
action. In disconnecting or disallowing the subordinate centres
the hypnotizer deprives the mind of any data but such as he
chooses to supply direct, the organism is at the mercy of his whim,
whilst his suggestions and implanted ideas fill the vacant and en-
slaved consciousness with abnormal and illogical data, and direct
its energies with mechanical rigidity.
Evolutionally, hypnotism is an atavistic return to primitive
and savage mental processes. All barbarous and semi-civilized
peoples exemplify an hypnotic state of mind. Every African
tribesman offers an example, mentally, of the same mechanical
dependence of the subject or slave upon the tyrant chief, male
lord, or master. Civilization, psychologically, consists in creating,
developing, and educating the great body of the cerebral centres
placed between the peripheral end-organs and consciousness, and
allowing the latter to react to these natural sources and data, in-
stead of to the outside tyrant. The more a mind approaches the
savage type the more it seeks an outside master, the easier it falls
under the domination of an external will. And the lower in the
evolutionary scale, the greater the automatism and mechanicalism
of mind that offers itself as the readiest tool of the hypnotizer.
Hystericall, weak, disordered, or undeveloped brains are the most
pliant. Preexistent intellectual disintegration and atavism is ne-
cessary as an initial preparation before plunging yet deeper into
the artificial hypnotic barbarism. Parenthetically it may not be
superfluous to hint that hypnotism offers a clue if not a rational
explanation of the manifold and monotonous mob of chronicled
delusions, tyrannies, manias, and inexplicable aberrations that
largely make up the subject-matter of history. Is it far from the
mark to say that Napoleon was a kind of national hypnotizer ?
Thus and again we are brought face to face with the patent
fact that the hypnotic state, both in preparation and execution, is
a diseased state. It is no mere innocuous bit of psychological
legerdemain, but downright morbidity. It has been asserted that
there is a disease of the human prostate consisting in the deposit
of calcareous formations,—a far-away cell-memory of the egg-shell
forming age. The latest theory of the etiology of Bright's Disease
is that it is a reversionary tendency toward that preanthropic
type of the hepatic function in which the liver performed
the additional office of "excreting uric acid. Whether proved or
not, such analogies offer us illustrations of the constant struggle
of the upward-building forces against the vicious inclmation of the
organism to revert to primitive modes of function. But speaking
medically, such reversions are always pathological, demanding
cure, not culture. Charcot's experiments are confessedly upon
neurotic and diseased subjects, and the implication is everywhere
manifest that the state itself is a yet greater morbid abnormalism
always trenching close upon danger. Even though a Frenchman,
he has had the sane conservatism to operate only upon those al-
ready more than half-hypnotized by preexisting mental disease,
wisely shrinking from generating the neurosis in sound or balanced
minds.
And if all this be true, what a lesson it constitutes for reck
less operators who have with foolhardiness produced mental
disease, and played jugglei^s tricks with the most sacred mysteries
of mind and the hardest-won conquests of civilization's battle !
Theirs is a responsibility and a possible accountability that I
shudder to contemplate. Disguise it as one may. the hour's
amusement has been at the expense of nothing less than the Dis-
integration of a Soul, and the Dissolution of Personality. The
satisfied smile of the " Master " or of his " subject, " that nobody
is the worse for the experiment, is gruesome. It must not be for-
gotten that we are but at the beginning. A suggestion of the in-
gravescent nature of the malady is gained from Charcot's admis-
sion that ' ' sleep comes the quicker the oftener the subject has been
put to sleep." I see no escape from the conclusion that, medi-
cally, hypnotism is the production, not the cure of disease, and
that if it is wrong, dangerous, or criticizable, to put the sound
mind into this morbid state, it is yet more emphatically wrong to
plunge the already unsound into a still deeper slough of mental
and moral wreckage.
There are two possible answers to this. First, that hypnotism
may be made a therapeutic measure, and to this a sufficient reply
is that no one seriously believes it, or has proved it. In the second
place it may be said that the production and study of these phe-
nomena have been carried on with the purpose of learning if the
power or condition may not become methods of cure and help in
medicine. No genuine lover of medicine would willingly let slip a
possible therapeutic measure of promising value, but the cure of
slight disease by the preparatory production of severe disease is a
new plan of treatment, not to be understood, except perhaps by
the mystical knights of similin simililnis, or some like-minded ex-
ponent of metaphysical medicine. Moreover, it can scarcely slip
attention that the laboratory argument is the first frank admission
of the righteousness of human vivisection. Not a few intimations
point plainly to such a coming demand, and, may it not be said,
that the frankest truth, the vraie virile, about this whole hypnotic
pother is that it is human vivisection, pure and simple :— and of a
peculiarly repellant type—mental vivisection—like unto the con-
secutive slicing, layer by layer, of the brain-tissue of some luckless
animal—of all that morality and civilization and human endeavor
have to show for a million years of effort.
There can be no question that the physician not only goes
beyond, but contradicts his office, in the willful production of a
pathological condition. Whether, for purposes of investigation
the student of morbid psychology has such a right, must be left to
public opinion and legislatures for answering. After all possible al-
lowances and reservations have been made, it must be admitted
that this frightful power should be lodged only in trained hands,
and not for the satisfaction of dilettanteism, display, or ennui, but
solely for the benefit of humanity and suffering minds.
Because patient, sick is every "subject." This truth must
not be blinked. That a mind should willingly permit its own re-
duction to a pitiful automatonism and atavistic relapse, is itself
disease, requiring, not encouragement, but moral tonics and psy-
chological therapy. Is thy servant a dog that he should do this
thing' I have no desire to wound any one who has proved "a
good subject," but plain speech is best ; and, too, one must speak
for the mass and average. There may perhaps be exceptional
cases where increased abnormalism of mind is not detected, and
where, apparently, no harm is done. It cannot be so in the long
and with the many. What contradicts the normal course of men-
tal development, and the healthful ideal of mental unity and in-
tegrity, what is manifestly a return to the virtues of the dog and
the slave, what is retrogression, not progression, devolution, not
evolution,—all this is incontestably wrong, personally or socially.
To consent to it, whether publicly or privately, is psychological
sin and vice.
And this public or social aspect of the question cannot be
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shirked. There is no longer any doubt as to the fact—the ability
of a strong will thus to enslave another's weaker mind and reduce
it to a canine automatonism. It has, indeed, been repeatedly
proved that this astounding power may be exercised without,
and even against, the consent of the subject. Behold the appalling
possibility ! It is contended by none that the possession of this
power, in the remotest degree implies also concurrent scientific
love or moral purpose. The ability to hypnotize does not argue
desire to use the power unselfishly. -? piiori, it would argue the
reverse. The essence of all sin is the selfish use of another's per-
sonality. It did not need slavery to prove that domination of
another is not motived by love or respect for that other. There is
little doubt that many a secret crime and wrong has been pre-
pared and executed by means of this Mephistophelean weapon.
Some time since, the French papers were filled with the nausea-
ting details of the crimes of a tramp hypnotizer : chief among them
was the abduction and ruin of a beautiful girl who by means of
this infamous charm was made to follow the villain about the
country like a dog. Whenever the "post-hypnotic suggestion"
began to fade out and the girl showed evidences of returning san-
ity, she was at once thrown into the somnambulic sleep and the
suggestion or command again burned into her brain, that she was
to remain his pliant tool. When brought up for trial the ifnpu-
dent scoundrel boasted of his power, and offered to hypnotize the
judge in open court. His Honor, sincerely frightened, promptly
turned his back, and refused to become a "subject." There is
hardly a day that there does not come to light some inexplicable
infatuation, some illogical and motiveless crime, some unaccount-
able slavery to a fixed idea, or to another's will, in otherwise ap-
parently healthy minds, and all leading to bewildering wrong,
misery, or ruin. Is it not possible that hypnotism may lie at the
root of some of it ? It is reported that a few months ago a thief
traveled all over England hypnotizing every cashier with whom he
had any dealings. He could make any man believe a shilling was
a sovereign and promptly give him change for the hypnotic
image. In a Western city last year a jail-bird walked into a bank
and compelled the president, surrounded by his clerks, tellers, and
book-keepers, to hand him $20,000. The " post-hypnotic sugges-
tion " lasted until the scamp had escaped. These are adduced as
illustrations of the fact that this power exists, and that its pos-
sessor is not necessarily a fine type of the genus homo. It is com-
monly said that consent and even much of what might be called
subconscious collusion is necessary on the part of the subject.
But even granting this as a general statement, it can hardly be
afifirmed that it is always so. Besides this, all agree that the willing
subject can be made to do motiveless and unconscious things by
post-hypnotic suggestion, and this is assuredly a dangerous power.
For these and like reasons the public exhibition of these experi-
ments has by several European legislatures been branded as crim-
inal, and English medical men are now advocating the same
measure. Have we not already enough and more, of dangerous
pruriency and vicious crankery without adding a semi-scientific
branch ? Is it not nauseating to find in the full blaze of our latest
civilization a spawning of every variety of debauching mental ab-
normalism that furious fancy can imagine or shamelessness ex-
emplify ? Every honest physician is daily brought into competi-
tion with a thousand forms of quackery, but whether secret and
disguised, or proud and successful, always foul, and always feed-
ing upon the crassest ignorance and neurotic abnormalism. Every-
where the niaiseries of spiritism, clairvoyance. Christian science,
crankery, occultism, aristocratic voodoism, and all the rest, peer-
ing at you out of the eyes of befogged mediasvalism, impuberal
sentimentalism, or specious imbecility. It is to be hoped that
American clear-headedness and high-heartedness will return with
freezing politeness this hypnotic perversion, this latest French
theatrical disease, to the native land of life-elixirs, hydrophobia,
and extravagant paradox. ,
Summarizing these objections to the scenic or amusement
type of hypnotism, the following criticisms seem to me to obtain :
—
1. Physiologically, the hypnotic state ofthe somnambulic type
is the pathological analogue of normal sleep. It is a diseased sleep,
effected by an inhibition or disregard of the mind's subordinate
centres, a morbid perversion of attention, and an enslavement of
the highest correlating centre of consciousness by an unnatural
and external domination, either of will or of idea, suggested or
fixed.
2. Psychologically it is a disease of the attention, a ruthless
interruption of the normal activities of the mind, and a forced di-
vorce of the consciousness from its natural sources of supply. The
distinctive qualitity of civilized mentality,—true psychogenesis,
the systematization and perfection of the crude data of the senses, is
reversed and extinguished, and no psychic contributions of the
centres concerned in this work are admitted to consciousness, ex-
cept they come with the secret passport of the external tyrant.
3. Evolutionally, it is an atavis ic reversion to a primitive
type ; the dissolution and extinction of the intellectual results of
civilization's long battle for personal independence and mental
autonomy. There is no mystery or supernaturalism in it. It is
not a transcending of the natural but a descending to the bestial,
—a return to the psychic, or preferably unpsychic, relations and
activities of the slave and the savage.
4. Medically, as in all reversions or abnormal survivals, hyp-
notism is simply disease. Its two principal forms are the very
culmination of dangerously morbid nervous derangement, its
lighter phase presents all the marks of neurotic and psychic disturb-
ance. Since the duty of the physician is to cure, not cause, dis-
ease, it follows that the creation of this neurosis for purposes of
amusement, or even for scientific experiment, runs squarely counter
to therapeutic ideals. Whatever experimentation goes beyond the
aim of therapeutics is, in a word, human vivisection, about which
question, abstractly considered, humanity may have a word to say.
That allied and pre-existing diseases may be cured by hypnotic
methods, is a wholly unproved allegation, and an illogical sub-
terfuge.
5. Individually, and so far as the operator is concerned, hyp-
notization is a wanton playing upon the already diseased person-
ality of another by one who has no right to the power. No man
in this age and country has any valid authority for reducing
another's mind to a condition of canine automatomism and sub-
serviency. Looked at from the subject's side, it is of the very
essence of vice to willingly undergo mental degradation and ani-
malization. It is the most pitiful of answers to say one feels no
injury. Neither does one feel injury in any form of anaesthetiza-
tion, or in loss of sanity.
6. Socially, it must be candidly admitted that hypnotism is a
weapon of all too dangerous powers and possibilities to be put in-
dfscriminately into ignorant hands. Possession of hypnotic power
does not logically imply possession of moral purpose, but would
seemingly imply the reverse. It is certain that the power has
often been made the instrument of heinous criminality, and it is
extremely probable that this has been far more frequent than is
supposed or can be known. The very secrecy and subtlety of its
possible and suggested use makes one shudder with horror. Lastly,
the allurement it exercises upon the weak, neurotic, and mentally
diseased, encouraging such to infinite mimicries and self-idiotiza-
tions, forms an aSded proof that, as in foreign countries, we must
also prohibit all public exhibitions of its phenomena.
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THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
BY C. STANILAND WAKE.
M. BiNET, in his remarks on Mr. Romanes's recent article on
this subject, says : " I do not know, and no one, in my judgment,
can know, whether the Micro- Organisms are conscious or not of
the highly complex physiological acts, pertaining to their life of
relation, that they execute under certain conditions." If they are
not conscious of those acts in any sense, and if the rule laid down
by Mr. Romanes is correct, then we must say that their action is
simply reilex. He affirms that "it is the element of conscious-
ness, and the element of consciousness alone, which can be taken
to differentiate the phenomena of instinct from those of purely
non-mental adjustment." The criterion of consciousness is "the
power of learning by individual experience," which "is not rig-
idly exclusive either, on the one hand, of a possible mental char-
acter, in apparently non-mental adjustments, or, conversely, of a
possibly non-mental character in apparently mental adjustments."
In explanation of this statement, Mr. Romanes adds, " it is clear
that long before mind has advanced sufficiently far in the scale of
organization to become amenable to the test in question, it has prob-
ably begun to dawn as nascent subjectivity. In other words,
because a lowly organized animal does not learn by its own indi-
vidual experience, we may not therefore conclude that in perform-
ing its natural or ancestral adaptations to appropriate stimuli,
consciousness, or the mind element, is wholly absent ; we can
only say that this element, if present, reveals no evidence of the
fact. But, on the other hand, if a lowly organized animal does
learn by its own individual experience, we are in possession of the
best available evidence of conscious memory leading to intentional
adaptation. Therefore, our criterion applies to the upper limit
of non-mental action, not to the lower limit of mental." Accord-
ing to this reasoning, in the absence of the power of learning by
experience, there can be no consciousness, and yet long before
consciousness becomes amenable to this test, it may have begun as
"nascent subjectivity," although it reveals no evidence of its
presence.
But is it true that the "subjectivity" which thus exists be-
fore becoming revealed as consciousness, does not give evidence of
its presence ? Some light may perhaps be thrown on this point
by a consideration of the nature of instinct. Mr. Romanes
speaks of an action being instinctive when there is consciousness
of its performance. What does this refer to ? In every such ac-
tion the agent stands in a double relation ; that is, to the enJ de-
sired and to the ineiins used to attain it. The latter answers to the
act performed, and it is what Mr. Romanes intends, judging from
his definition of instinct, as "the power to react in the same
manner under the same conditions for all the animals of the same
species." It is evident, however, that the above explanation of
an instinctive action has reference only to the means employed,
and properly or improperly leaves entirely out of view the end to
be attained. To illustrate this point by example. Apart from the
movements of escape from danger, it may be broadly asserted that
all the actions of a vast proportion of the lower animajs are di-
rected tov/ards one of two ends, the preservation of the life of the
individual or its continuance in other individuals by propagation.
The former class of actions are usually referred (o the instinct of
self-preservation, which leads to (a) the performance of particular
actions for, (b) the purpose of obtaining food for, the support of
life. Now, according to Mr. Romanes's definition, no such action
is instinctive unless it is accompanied by consciousness of (a); that
is, of the means used to attain the desired result.
This conclusion is weakened, however, by further considera-
tion of the definition of instinct given above. If instinct is the
power to react in the same manner, under the same conditions, for
all the animals of the same species, the power of learning by in-
dividual experience, which constitutes the criterion of conscious-
ness, would seem to be excluded. If so, M. Binet is justified in
asserting that a contradiction is involved in admitting conscious-
ness as an index of instinct. As a fact, the similarity of condi-
tions renders the inodns operandi unchangeable, and it is only when
these conditions vary that there is the possibility of learning by
individual experience, which is required by consciousness. If this
is admitted where there is a similarity of conditions, it must have
relation to the object of the action and not to the performance
itself.
Such being the case, the question arises whether all actions
which are performed with a purpose external to the agent, are not
instinctive,' notwithstanding the absence of consciousness in rela-
tion to the action employed. Surely, there may be a simple
recognition of " end " without intentional adaptation of "means."
In this case there would be no consciousness in Mr. Romanes's
sense of this term. The presence of his criterion of conscious-
ness would seem to be evidence, however, that an action is not
purely instinctive. Mr. Romanes in his article in the Enevchpedia
Brilannica, defines instinct as "the generic term comprising all
those faculties of mind which lead to the conscious performance
of actions, that are adaptive in character, but pursued without
necessary knowledge of the relation between the means employed
and the ends attained." When there is a slight blending of rea-
son with instinct, as is often the case, the former "only acts upon
a definite and often laboriously acquired knowledge of the relation
between means and ends." It is the knowledge of this relation
which renders possible the learning by experience, the power of
doing which is said to be the criterion of consciousness. The ex-
ercise of this power is necessarily attended with deliberation, and
it has to do, therefore, with reason Yather than with instinct. But
instinctive action is itself often founded in reason, as appears
from Mr. Darwin's explanation of the origin of instincts. The
first mode of origin is by what is called the " lapsing of intelli-
gence ; " that is, " by the effects of habit in successive generations,
mental activities which were originally intelligent become, as
it were, stereotyped into permanent instinct." Here the knowl-
edge of the relation between means and ends, which constitutes the
intelligence, has ceased to be recognized, but it nevertheless con-
tinues to exist in the consciousness. All such actions, therefore,
are not purely instinctive, although they have become so habitual
as to appear to be governed solely by instinct.
It is consistent with Mr. Romanes's definition of instinct that,
although there is no consciousness of the relation between the
means employed and the end attained, there may be a recognition
of both the means and the end, and not merely of the former as
supposed above. The conscious performance of particular actions
adapted to certain ends, would seem to require a consciousness of
the latter. If both are absent, there would probably be no mental
action, but may there not be a phase of instinct in which the rec-
ognition of the means is excluded without that of the end being
affected ? Certain instincts are said to be due to " natural selec-
tion, a survival of the fittest, continuously preserving actions
which, although never intelligent, yet happen to have been of ben-
efit to the animals which at first chanced to perform them." Mr.
Romanes cites in illustration of this principle the instinct of incu-
bation, which he traces ultimately to the action of some cold-
blooded animals in carrying about their eggs for the purpose of
protecting them. It must be admitted that it is not probable any
animal can ever have kept its eggs warm with the intelligent pur-
pose of hatching out their contents ; yet it may have at first sat on
its nest with the conscious purpose of protecting them. It does
not follow that the object for which an action is performed is un-
recognized, because the action is the result of chance ; even where
the animal acting is too low in the scale to display intelligence, or
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too young to learn by personal experience. The chance in any
particular case has relation to a certain mode of action, that has
been adopted in lieu of another mode of action which would have
been pursued if the conditions had remained the same. The ob-
ject in view is the same whatever the conditions.
But can instincts really be originated by natural selection ?
Mr. Darwin says, " it will be universally admitted that instincts
are as important as corporeal structure for the welfare of each
species under its present conditions of life." He adds, "under
changed conditions of life it is at least possible that slight modifi-
cations of instincts might be profitable to a species, and if it can
be shown that instinct is variable ever so little, then I can see no
difiSculty in natural section preserving and continually accumulat-
ing variations of instinct to any extent that was justifiable. It is
thus, I believe, that all the most complex and useful instincts were
originated." Reference is here made to special instincts, such as
Mr. Romanes describes as " the conscious performance of actions
that are adaptive in character," and which he affirms are " emi-
nently variable, and therefore admit of being modified as modify-
ing circumstances may require." It seems to me, however, that a
sufficient distinction is not made between the instinct and the act
in which it expresses itself. Mr. Romanes refers to several cases
of misdirected instinctive action, where hens have been led to rear
chickens not their own, as modifications of instinct. In one case
a hen brought up a family of young ferrets. She quickly learned
to understand their cries, and when milk was brought for them
she would call them if they were not near the nest. But in such
cases as this, there is no real variation of instinct ; it is merely a
modification of action consequent on change of circumstances.
The maternal instinct remains unchanged, although the acts per-
formed in pursuance of it are altered.
This distinction would seem to throw light on the nature of
instinct itself. It is a subjective tendency which seeks objective
satisfaction, or realization in act, for the purpose of attaining a
particular result. At any particular time, it represents the expe-
rience of past generations become hereditary. In each successive
generation there may be some modification in its external expres-
sion, as the result of individual experience, but the instinct always
remains as the same hereditary tendency. It may be said that in
course of many generations the multiplied modifications will have
resulted in the formation of a fresh instinct, but all animal in-
stincts may be ultimately reduced to one or other of the three fun-
damental instincts of self-preservation, reproduction, and sym-
pathy. The so-called originated instincts are merely modifica-
tions of the modes of giving them objective expression. It is to
these modifications reference is really made, when it is said that
natural selection continually preserves beneficial actions, and not
to the instinct itself. This remains the same hereditary subjective
tendency, which always operates in the same direction, although
the change of conditions which necessitates a modification of the
mode of action may cause a variation in the objective result.
The question still remains whether or not the purpose for
which instinctive actions are performed is recognized where there
is no consciousness of the actions themselves. That animals are
conscious of the ultimate aim of their actions—for example, the
satisfaction of the instinct of self-preservation, will hardly be as-
serted. To suppose that they are so conscious, would be to give
them a subjective faculty which belongs to man alone. They may
be cognizant, however, of the objective aim, that is of the obtain-
ing of food, while unconscious of the relation between the end and
the means of obtaining it. This may be true as well of the micro-
organisms as of higher animals. The food has an objective re-
ality which they may become cognizant of visually or tactilely. No
one can have watched those organisms under the microscope
without being struck with the appearance of intention in their
movements. That the action in relation to the object is not cofl-
sciously performed, is true in the ordinary sense attached to those
words, but none the less it cannot properly be called reflex, if this
requires an entire absence of consciousness, as a purely non-men-
tal adjustment. Dr. Dessoir describes consciousness as the defect
of habit, "the subjective expression of the work of acquisition
which the min^d is carrying on." If this explanation is correct,
the absence of consciousness may be the perfection of habit. The
subjective activity of the micro-organisms is, however, on a lower
level. It cannot be called instinct in the sense of " lapsed intelli-
gence, because intelligence was always wanting. But such instinct
is secondary rather than primitive, and it is this primitive instinct,
which the unconscious intelligence resulting from the continuous
repetition intelligent action simulates under the name of habit,
that the micro-organisms possess. It would seem to answer to the
"direct and simple reflex-motion of conscious will," which is gov-
erned by an impulse " so overwhelmingly strong that it gives no
time or opportunity for deliberation."* The will has here an ex-
ternal expression, unlike simple reflex-motions, and the impulse
which governs it is the tendency to satisfy one of the fundamental
instincts of the being, the consciousness having relation to the ob-
ject required for this purpose. While it is true, therefore, that
micro-organisms are not "conscious," according to Mr. Romanes's
criterion of mind, they must be declared to be instinctive, as pos-
sessing the feieling of which consciousness is the concentration,
and thus to be conscious in a limited, although strictly accurate,
sense,





To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In an editorial minute on a paper in The Open Court of Feb-
ruary 13th, entitled "The Autoplastic Synthesis of the Universe,"
Hylo-Idealism, or Autoplasticism, is liberally judged as not "ne-
cessarily opposed " to the views of TIte Open Court. Now, I most
willingly allow the extremely enlightened, comprehensive, and
truly scientific spirit and methods of this serial, but yet must sub-
mit that so long as "its pronounced object is to harmonize Re-
ligion with Science," like the " London Victoria Institute," a wide,
but not necessarily other than provisional, gulf yawns between
the two Cosmologies. My object—an object as yet very imper-
fectly grasped by scientific experts and professorsf—is entirely
to eliminate, at our present standpoint of Thought, all Non- Ego-
ism and to include all human knowledge or nescience strictly
within the limits of each sentient Ego. So that the venerated idea
of God is— as ultra -ires—in the domain of Teratology and Thauma-
turgy— an anachronism doubtless not without its use in former ages
as a workable hypothesis, but now quite superseded by Egoistic
Monism, which makes of the Ego, centre radius and periphery of
all sentient existence. In this respect Religion, like all other Ani-
mism, is quite on a level with the Ptolemaic system of Astronomy,
Circular orbits of the spheres, or the corpuscular theory of Light.
If all "things "are really only "thinks, "i. e., visions or ideas,
and we can never reach true ^Etiology and Absolutism, it seems
only a corollary, or rather parallelism to assert that these thoughts
or visions are not traceable further than our own organ of thought.
" Quod super, vel extra, nos nihil ad nos" and " De non existetiLihus et
non apparentibus cadeiis est i-atio," a.re surely indisputable axioms
in the minds of all possessed of valid abstract thought. And that
position is equivalent to the syntax I propound under the term of
Hylo-Idealism and many aliases. Physical Science and Mysticism
*Ed. The Open Court, No. 12S, p. 20S4.
+ To exemplify the confusion still pervading the minds of the most dis-
tinguished savants—a confusion quite removed by the acceptance ' of Auto-
centricism— it may be noted that Professor Stokes. P. R. Soc. is a convinced
Christian theist.
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must both combine to reach achromatic reality. Either alone is
insufficient for the Herculean labor. The former ends where sen-
tience begins, and the latter has no solid factual anchorage unless
based on the concrete foundation of exact Rt'al-SluJifn. The late
Miss Constance Naden, a convinced convert to Solipsism, always
assured me that her schoolmaster to that end was, during her sci-
entific curriculum at Mason Science College, her earnest studies
of James Hinton, Angelus Silesius, Vaughan's ' ' Hours with the Mys-
tics, " Madame Guyon, not to mention the mystic obscurantism
of the precursors of the Reformation, and indeed of Vedantism or
Biblicism itself. No doubt I myself owe, in some measure, my
attraction for this course of thought to the influence of the Mora-
vian Brethren, at whose institution in Neuwied on the Rhine I
spent two years— from my fourteenth to sixteenth years for edu-
cational and linguistic purposes, previous to my matriculation at
the University of Heidelberg.
It is not my intention, on this occasion, to dwell at large on
all the arguments in favor of Hylo-Idealism I have treated of else-
where, and in documents now in Dr. Carus's possession. I shall
here only illustrate my contention by a most significant morpho-
logical fact drawn from the phenomenon of optical vision—a fact
which seems unmistakably to point out to sceptical critics and
gainsayers the assurance that all cognizance of the visible universe
is esoteric, not exoteric, and that we really cognize not the outer
object, but only its semblance, as "reflected" or "mirrored" in
the optical organism itself. The short sentence I quote from the
article "Eye," in Chambers's new edition of The Encyclopidia or
Dictionary of Universal A'noui/cdgc, Vol. IV, Page 508,.may be sup-
plemented by perusal of other sentences of the text by all seriously
interested- in the solution of this immemorial problem, which, as
long as abstract synthetic principles have been possible for human
nature, has divided, and defacto maddened mankind in all ages
and climes. The true method for this solution is now, in this last
decade of the nineteenth century, for the first time in history, pa-
tent even to the least instructed minds, willing to throw off tradi-
tional and inherited prejudices. It is a trite truism of microscop-
ical research that the essential element in vision is the retinal
Jacob's membrane, a layer of rods and cones present by millions in
the cup-shaped expansion of the optic nerve. Now these vis-
ional factors do not look outwards at the actual object or at the
cosmical Light, but inwards, so that we only see that light or that
object, as subjectived at the bottom of our own eye—a certainty,
since the percipient factors are thus directed from, and not to-
wards, the Light. If eye and brain thus make Light, surely we
make all light senders visible, and object can only be perceived
after complete immersion in the Subject-Self. " Gefiihl ist nlles
and Ding is but Sc/iall und Ranch," and indeed, strictly speaking,
not even so much. Thus is the truth of Kant's negation of Ding
an .«V/i vindicated on other than involved metaphysical data. In
the phenomenal sphere to which man is restricted, the noumenal
has no part or lot, and thus, as Protagoras adumbrated, man is to
himself the measure, standard, and it may be added, origin of all
existing things— the real pseudo-Deus-homo (Herr or Vir) of Chris-
tianity and Hegelianism. R. Lewins, M. D.
[We call Dr. Lewins's attention to the fact that we under-
stand by Religion not a special kind of " animism " but a concep-
tion of the world which will serve as a basis for ethics. By ego we
do not understand the whole soul of man but the continuity of
his states of consciousness. That the brain produces objects, in
so far as they are our perceptions, i. e. , in so far as they are
parts of the Welt ah Vorstcllung, is undeniable. Yet this does not
demonstrate that things are mere " Schall und Ranch." The brain
is one factor and the objective reality outside of man is the other




BY CONSTANCE C. W. NADEN.
Beyond the realms of dull and slumberous ni-^ht
I long have wandered with unwearied feet
;
The land where Poetry and Science meet
Streaks the far distance with a magic light
;
Fair visions glide before my dazzled sight.
And shine, and change, and pass with motion fleet
But never clear, and steadfast, and complete
In one transcendent brilliancy unite.
I know, the seeming discord is but mine
;
The glory is too great for mortal eyes,
All powerless to discover the divine
And perfect harmony of earth and skies :
I know that each confused and tortuous line.
To fuller sight, in true perspective lies.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Part A'
r
(London: Triibner & Co. ), contain eight special articles as fol-
lows: "Address by the President, Professor Sidgwick on The
Canons of Evidence in Psychical Research" ; "Address by the
President on The Census of Hallucinations"; " On Recognised
Apparitions Occurring more than a year after Death," by F. W.
H. Myers ; " Further Experiments in Hypnotic Lucidity or Clair-
voyance," by Professor Charles Richet ; "Duplex Personality:
an Essay on the Analogy between Hypnotic Phenomena and
certain Experiences of the Normal Consciousness," by Thomas
Barkworth ; "Notes of Seances with D. D. Home," by William
Crookes, F. R. S. ; "Experiments in Thought-Transference, " by
Professor and Mrs. H. Sidgwick, and Mr. G. A. Smith ; "Inter-
national Congress of Experimental Psychology," by A. T. Myers,
M. D. ; " .Ad Interim Report on the Census of Hallucinations "
;
Professor Pierre Janet's " Automatisme Psychologique, " by Fre-
deric W. H. Myers; " Binet on the Consciousness of Hysterical
Subjects," by F. W. H. Myers; "Das Doppel-Ich," by F. W.
H- Myers ; ' ' Dr. Jules Janet on Hysteria and Double Personality,
"
by F. W. H. Myers; "Professor Liegeois on Suggestion and
Somnambulism in Relation to Jurisprudence," by Walter Leaf
;
"Two Books on Hypnotism" (Forel & Baierlacher), by Walter
Leaf. " What any one has to do," says Professor Sidgwick, "who
is convinced himself of the reality of any alleged marvel, is first
to try, if he can, to diminish the improbability of the marvel by
offering an explanation which harmonises it with other parts of
our experience ; and, secondly, to increase the improbability on
the side of the testimony, by accumulating experiences and varying
conditions and witnesses."
NOTES.
We differ from Dr. Gould with respect to the physiology of
hypnotism. Hypnotism is not a " shutting out of the interme-
diate centres," but of the centralizing organ, consciousness. For
full explanation of our views see the articles, "Lethargy, Cata-
lepsy, and Somnambulism," "Dreams and Hallucinations,"
"What is Hypnotism?" and "Suggestion and Suggestibility."
Nos. 119, 123, 118, 124.
We have received from Dr. Lewins, of London, three son-
nets by the late Miss Constance C. W. Naden. They are of a
very elevating and suggestive character, and, as Dr. Lewins
says, "are quite in the line of the Neo-Philosophy advocated in
Fundamental Problems." They will appear in separate numbers
of The Open Court.
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